Modern computer architectures increasingly depend on mechanisms that estimate fhture control flow decisions to increase performance.
Introduction
The design of computer architectures and languages are tightly entwined. For example, the advent of register displacement addressing enabled efficient implementation of Perrnksion to copy without fee ell or part of this material is granted provided that the copies sro not made or distributed for direct commercial advsntage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication end its date appaar, and notice is given thet copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery.
To copy otherwise, or to republish, requiras a fea and/or specific permission. Algol and the increased use of COBOL emphasized the use of BCD arithmetic. Likewise, the C and FORTRAN languages have become ubiquitous, strongly influenced RISC processor design.
Object-oriented programming has recently gained popularity, illustrated by the wide-spread popularity of C++. Object-oriented languages exercise different aspects of computer architectures to support the object-oriented programming style. In this paper, we examine how indirect fi.mction calls, used to support object polymorphism, influence the pefiormance of an efficient object oriented language. Modern architectures using deep instruction pipelines and speculative execution rely on predictable control flow changes, and indirect function calls cause unpredictable changes in program control flow. For example, the DEC Alpha AXP 21064 processor, one of the first widely-available deeply pipelined superscalar microprocessors, stalls for 10 instructions if the processor mispredicts the flow of control. This increases if the mispredicted target is not in the instruction cache and must be fetched. As systems increasingly rely on speculative execution [19, 16] , the importance of control flow prediction will increase.
In most programs, conditional branches introduce the main uncertainty in program flow, and architectures use a variety of branch prediction techniques to reduce instruction cache misses and to insure instructions are available for the processor pipeline. Most fimction calls specifi explicit call targets, and thus most fimction calls can be trivially predicted. Control flow prediction is just as important in object-oriented programs, but these languages tend to use indirect finction calls, where the address of the call target is loaded horn memory. Fisher et al [12] said indirection fimction calls "... are unavoidable breaks in control and there are few compiler or hardware tricks that could allow instruction-level parallelism to advance past them". By accurately predicting the calling address, the processor can reduce instruction stalls and prefetch instructions.
Our results show that accurately predicting the behavior of indirect function calls can largely eliminate the control-flow rnisprediction penalty for using static-typed object-oriented languages such as C++. Figure 1 shows the normalized execution time for a variety of C++ programs. We measured the number of instructions executed by each program, and collected information concerning the conditional branches and indirect fimction calls executed by each program.
Although we measured the programs on a DECstation-5000, we simulated the branch misprediction characteristics of a deeply pipelined superscalar architecture, similar to the DEC Alpha AXP 21064.
For each program, each bar indicates the number of machine cycles spent executing instructions and suffering from the delay imposed by mispredicting control flow under different assumptions. A value of '1' indicates the program spends no additional time due to delays, while a value of '2' indicates the program would execute twice as slowly. The left-most bar indicates the delay that would be incurred if every control flow change was incorrectly predicted or there was no prediction.
The can be used to increase the performance of indirect function calls. This information can be used by a simple profile-based binary modification to improve execution on existing C++ programs by 2-24% on modern architectures.
We measured the behavior of a variety of publicly available C++ programs, collecting information on instruction counts and function calls. This information is also part of a larger study to quantiti the differences between C++ and conventional C programs [71. In this study, we show that call prediction is important for many C++ programs and show to what extent static, dynamic and compile-directed methods can reduce indirect function call overhead. We also demonstrate the opportunity for profile-based optimization in the C++ programs we measured.
These optimization can profitably be applied to existing architectures that incur significant control-flow misprediction penalties.
The results we present are divided into two portions; the first considers applying hardware branch prediction mechanisms to existing C++ programs, while the second considers additional profile based optimizations that can be applied to C++ programs.
In !2, we discuss some relevant prior work.
In $3, we describe the experimental methodology we used and describe the programs we instrumented and measured. In $4 we compare the various I-call prediction mechanisms we studied and summarize how we can improve the performance of ezisting C++ programs.
Prior Work
A considerable amount of research has been conducted in reducing the overhead of method calls in dynamically typed object-oriented languages.
Many of the solutions relevant in that domain apply to the optimization of compiled languages using I-calls, as in C++. We will discuss these shortly. He simulates static profile based prediction and infinite and finite dynamic last call prediction, and finds they accurately predict I-call destinations; however, the benefit of I-call prediction was minimal because he only examined C and Fortran programs. We go beyond his research by (1) showing that I-call prediction is important for C++ programs, (2) that compile-time optimization can be combined with static profile based prediction to increase a programs performance, (3) that simple techniques yield very accurate I-call prediction rates and, (4) we do a more in-depth comparison between different static and dynamic mechanisms for doing I-call prediction. In this paper, we seek to minimize pipeline stalls using information concerning the frequency of calling specific call sites. Unless the previous algorithms can determine a unique call target, more information is needed for I-call prediction.
However, the results of this study indicates that single call targets occur frequently, and the techniques in e.g., Ryder [22] may be very successful in practice. To our knowledge, there has been little work in speci&ng the probability of specific call targets being called using dataflow techniques.
By comparison, there has been considerable work in adaptive runtime systems to reduce the cost of polymorphism in dynamically typed languages. Most recent, and foremost, in these efforts is the work by the SELF project [8, 9, 14] on customization of method dispatches and extensive optimization of method lookup. SELF is a dynamiclytyped language, providing a rich set of capabilities not present in statically-typed languages such as C++. However, statically-typed languages such as C++ are very efficient, using a constant-time method dispatch mechanism. Statically-type object-oriented languages are popular because less compiler effort is needed to achieve reasonable performance and the object-oriented programming style encourages software resources and structured software libraries.
Customization
and other optimization have produced considerable performance improvement in the SELF implementation.
In many ways, we are extending some of the optimization explored by the SELF project to the C++ language.
However, we must rely on hardware for "customization" (e.g., prediction hardware) rather than software, because most C++ implementations are already very efficient.
For example, an indirect function call in C++ takes seven instructions on a DECstation -reducing this cost to greatly improve the performance of an application is difficult. We also feel that the results of our research will benefit prototyping languages such as SELF and SmallTalk as those languages are further optimized for modern architectures. There are also secondary effects to these optimization.
In certain cases, our code transformations will allow fimction inlining, facilitating further optimization.
Branch Prediction
There are a number of mechanisms to ameliorate the effect of uncertain control flow changes, including static and dynamic branch prediction, branch target buffers, delayed branches, prefetching both targets, early branch resolution, branch bypassing and prepare-to-branch mechanisms [181. Conventional branch prediction studies typically assume there are two possible branch targets for a given branch point, because multi-target branches occur infrequently in most programs. Rather than present a comprehensive overview of the field, we focus on methods related to the techniques we consider in this paper. Our comparison used trace-based simulation.
We instrumented a number of C++ programs, listed in Table 1 , using a modified version of the QPT[31 program tracing tool. We emphasized programs using existing C++ class libraries or that structured the application in a modular, extensible fashion normally associated with object-oriented design. A more extensive comparison between the characteristics of C and C++ programs can be found in [7] . Empirical computer science is a labour-intensive undertaking. The programs were compiled and processed on DECstation 5000's. Three C++ compilers (Gnu G++, DEC C++, AT&T C++ V3.O.2) were required to successfully compile all programs; much of this occurred because the C++ language is not standardized.
This collection of programs, when instrumented, consumed % lGb of disk space. Despite the good performance of the QPT tracing tool for conventional programs, it offers little trace compression in programs using indirect calls.
We constructed a simulator to analyze the program traces. 'l?vpically the simulator was run once to collect
.." information on call and branch targets, and a second time to use prediction information fi-om the prior run. For one program (GROFF), we compared predictions using input from differing runs to better assess the robustness of our results.
We modified QPT to indicate what caused a basic-block transition (a direct branch. indirect branch or fall-through) and record whether a fimction call was caused by a direct or indirect call. For most programs, we were also able to indicate what fimctions were C++ methods. 1 We classified unpredictable breaks in control into three classes: a 2Brs is a conditional branch, a >2Brs is a branch with multiple destinations, usually arising from switch or case statements. and an I-call is an indirect function call. Table 2 lists the number of occurrences for each type of unpredictable break in control for the different programs.
We show three entries for GROFF because we use these three executions for coverage analysis later. Entries in the column "Sites From Trace" lists the number of branch or call sites of that type encountered during the program execution. For example, DOC actually has 2,367 indirect function calls, but we only encountered 1,544 of those calls during the program execution.
The heading "Occurvwnces During Execution"
lists the number of times breaks of that type appear during program execution.
Thus, there were 5,310,059 indirect fimction calls when we traced DOC. Approximately 99% of the indirect calls were to C++ methods, except in GROFF, where 95% were to methods. 4 Performance comparison
There are many metrics that can be used to compare I-call prediction and combined I-call and branch prediction techniques. Table 3 shows the number of instructions between breaks (NIBBs) without branch or I-call prediction. We tracked only breaks in control flow that will cause a long pipeline delay. These breaka are conditional branches and indirect calls. Returns also cause a long pipeline stall, but returns can be accurately predicted by using a return stack [151, and we did not track these. We assume that unconditional branches, procedure calls and assigned gotos are accurately predicted.
These control-transfer instructions, conditional branches and I-calls can also cause an 'We couldnot extract this information for IDL If we are only considering conditional branches and indirect calls. We would expect the parameters in Table 3 to be similar for C and C++ programs.
To the contrary, we found that our sample C++ programs had a higher number of instructions between breaka, indicating that C++ programs tend to either be more predictable than C programs or, they use a different linguistic construct for conditional logic. For example, consider a balanced-tree implementation in C and C++. A C programmer might implement a single procedure to balance a tree, passing in several flags to control the actual balancing. A C++ programmer, on the other hand, would tend to use inheritance and the object model to provide similar functionality.
Thus, it is not surprising that C++ programs tend to have more procedure calls and fewer conditional operations [71.
In the remaining tables, we only show the mean NIBB for each program and use the harmonic mean of the NIBB as a summary.
We also use the percent of breaks predicted (YoBP) to understand how well various techniques predict breaks.
This metric, or the more common misprediction rate, is commonly used to compare branch prediction mechanisms.
However, note that the %BP metric does not account for the density of breaks in a program. For example, there may be a single conditional branch in a 100,000,000 instruction program. While the the branch may always be mispredicted, the number of instructions between breaks remains high. Therefore, it is useful to look at both the NIBB and %BP when comparing prediction techniques across different programs,
Bounds on Compile-time i-Call Prediction
We were interested in determining how well interprocedural dataflow analysis could predict indirect method calls [22] and we compared these results to profile-based static prediction methods.
Method names in C++ are encoded with a unique type signature.
If a linker knew the intended type signature at a call site,2 and there was a single function with that signature, then no other function could be appropriate for that call site and the indirect call could be replaced by a direct call. We call this the Unique Name measure, and feel it represents a lower bound on what could be accomplished by a dataflow optimization algorithm -in practice, a dataflow method should be more accurate, because a symbol table in UNIX system typically includes methods horn classes that are never invoked. At the other extreme, we recorded the number of Single Target I-call sites, or I-call sites that record a single call target during a trace. Compiler directed I-call prediction is most useful if a single target can be selected. In the number of traces we recorded, the Single Target measure represents an upper bound on the target prediction we could expect from dataflow-based prediction algorithms. Both Unique Name and Single Target values measure the number of dynamic occurrences. In general, our results indicate significant promise from static analysis of C++ programs. In particular, because it is so effective and simple to implement, we feel the Unique Name measure should be integrated into existing compilers and linkers. Table 7 : Measurements of breaka that can be predicted using compile-time and static I-call prediction with 2-Bit branch prediction.
Static vs. Dynamic Prediction
Although compiler techniques appear promising, we found that profile-based and dynamic prediction techniques were clearly better. We implemented a simple majority profilebased technique. We ran the programs, recorded the most likely target for each call site and used that to predict call targets in future runs. The results are shown in the column labeled "Static" in Table 4 . This simple technique accurately predicted a surprisingly large number of I-Calls. In each of these runs, we used the same program input to generate the prediction trace and the measurements shown. To determine how accurate these prediction rates are for different inputs, we ran GROFF with two other inputs. Table 5 shows the percentage of I-Calls predicted using all combinations of the different input files. We found a small number of "prediction sets" appear sufficient to provide accurate predictions.
In some cases, profile-based methods have poor performance.
In our experience, this usually occurs because the inputs, that were used to establish the profile used to predict the branches and I-calls, did not provide adequate coverage of all the branches and indirect function calls. This problem has been mentioned by others [26, 12] , but has not be studied in detail. Table 4 also shows the effectiveness of idealized dynamic prediction techniques. We simulated two infinitely large Branch Target Buffers. The first BTB Vi-bit") simply used the previous I-Call target as the prediction for fhture I-calls, much like the method caching used in Self, where the most recent method is saved. The second ("2-bit") used a 2-bit strategy that avoids changing the prediction information until the previous prediction is incorrect twice in a row. I-Calls were considered unpredicted when first encountered.
Surprisingly, the l-bit mechanism has worse performance than static prediction; however, it does not require profiling runs. The improvement shown by the 2-bit technique illustrates that the l-bit technique changes prediction too rapidly. For example, if a call site calls the sequence of methods A.:X(), B::X(), A:X(), the l-bit method would miss three times, while the 2-bit method would miss only once. This information is important for designers of wide-issue processors. For example, some recent design proposals consider using up to 16KB of memory for such BTB's. In another paper, we show how to eliminate the need for most of those resources [6] . It is likely that our prediction architecture would benefit from a small 2-bit prediction mechanism for indirect fi.mction calls.
The last prediction mechanism we considered was branch target address registers (BTAR's). We assumed architectures would implement a small number of BTAR's, and they would likely not be saved across procedure calls. Thus, there are two limits on using BTAR's to indicate intended branch targets. We assumed that the BTAR could be loaded anywhere in the previous basic block, providing a lower bound on the interval when the BTAR is loaded and the branch taken. Likewise, we assume a clever compiler might be able to load the BTAR immediately following the previous procedure call or return (because we assumed BTARs are not saved across function calls). Table 6 shows these two values (instructions since beginning of basic block and instructions since last call/return). In general, there are very few instructions in which to schedule the "prepare to jump" information before the first target instruction is needed.
For simple prediction of targets for indirect function calls, we found:
q Dynamic methods using the 2-bit branch target buffer were the most effective technique we considered. However, this style of prediction maybe expensive to implement.
q By combining a simpler branch prediction technique with BTB's for indirect function calls, the resource demands become more realistic.
q Static profile-driven prediction was very accurate, and is used in the remainder of this paper.
Using Profiles to Eliminate
Indirect Function Calls
Our prior measurements have shown the percentage of I-calls predicted using these different techniques. By comparison, Table 7 shows the percent of total breaks predicted. Using static prediction with prior profiles for I-calls accurately predicts half of the remaining breaks in control, doubling the number of instructions between breaks (assuming that the breaks are evenly distributed).
Recall Figure 1 . In this figure conditional branches and indirect fimction calls are predicted using the static profile-based technique just described.
The second bar for each program indicates the additional delays incurred by breaks from indirect function calls and mispredicted conditional branches.
While the third bar, eliminates delays horn statically predicted indirect function calls. For architectures providing BTB's, the delay would be slightly smaller. Clearly, predicting branches is the foremost priority, but predicting indirect calls removes a substantial number of breaks.
The success of profile-based static prediction also indicates that many methods could be successfidly compiled inline, even without compile-time type analysis. We can convert an indirect function call, e.g.,ob j ec t -> f oo ( ) ; to a conditional procedure call with a run-time type check if (typeof(ob-ject) == A ) object -z A:: fooo; else object -> fooo;
This transformation is useful for three reasons. First, once this code transformation has been performed, fimction call A: : f oo ( ) can be inlined.
Secondly, If there is a high likelyhood of calling A: : f oo ( ), this code sequence is less expensive on most RISC architectures, using on 4-5 instructions rather than 5-8. Lastly if an architecture provides branch prediction but does not support prediction for indirect fimction calls, the transformed code can avoid many misprediction penalties. Existing branch prediction hardware may be able to improve on strictly profile-based prediction because it can accommodate bursts of calls to a secondary call target.
Although inliningflmctions is useful, it does not always reduce program execution time [10] . However, many indirect fimction calls in C++ tend to be very short, because programmers are more likely to employ proper data encapsulation techniques. We believe automatic inlining will be more useful for C++ than C. Further, on most architectures, the converted indirect-fimction call is more efficient if there is a high Iikelyhood of calling the most common function (A: : f oo ( ) above).
We constructed the following cost models for handling I-calls and used this to optimize I-calls in more detail. Assume the cost of a direct method call, Cdmc, is 2 instructions.
This comes from an extra instruction needed to compute the object pointer which is passed to the call instruction. The cost of an indirect method call, Cimc, is 7 instructions, and is because of the extra instructions needed to compute the pointer addresses and fbture branch target. The cost of an "i~Cif, as shown in the previous example, is 3 instructions, including an indirect load for the object pointer, a load of a constant and the comparison. The penalty for mispredicting a conditional branch or an indirect finction call, Cmiss, is 10 instruction times. This is because we assume mispredicted breaks can cause a 10 cycle pipeline delay. From this we get the cost for indirect method calls with no prediction to be Since the indirect call is not predicted, it is considered to be mispredicted.
By comparison, with the static profilebased prediction mechanism as discussed in the previous section, the cost becomes cp..d~ct(p) = Came + (1-P) Cma$$ .
if there is a P?ZOprobability of accurately predicting the call target for a call site. The cost for converting an indirect method call to an 'i~as done above, would be however, we can use the existing profile information to compute 'Q, the percentage of the second most likely call target being selected. Note that Q has to be less than or equal to min(P,( l-P)), else it would be the most likely target selected. It is interesting to note that Q might be a high percentage of the remaining I-calls. For example, we may have P = 40%, with the next most likely branch occurring Q = 35% of the time. This means that 35/(100 -40), or 58% of the remaining 60% of I-calls are correctly predicted. Thus, the cost for converting an indirect ftmction call to an 'if' construct is actually Cti..-ij(P,~) = Cit + Pcdmc +
(1-P)(Cm+.$ + Cp.edict(~/(1 -p))) . Figure 2 shows the costs for C&p-edict (the horizontal line), c=~,dici (the lower line) and the boundaries for Ca.e-~f (P, Q) for Q = rnin(P, (1 -P)) the best case, and Q = 0.0 the worst case. In the worst case, our "if conversion" is the same as CU8e-it (P). This is a hypothetical case when there are so many second most likely targets that Q is approximately equal to zero percent. In the graph the best case if conversion, Cs..--,t (P, Q) for Q = m~n(p, (1 -P)), is achieved when an I-call site has only 2 targets.
This can only happen when P >= 0.5. So when P < 0.5, at best Q can only equal P, and the remaining 1 -(P + Q) I-call targets cannot be predicted. This is the reason the line in the graph for the best case if conversion changes slope at P = 0.5. From the graph, one can see that it is always a benefit to do static I-call prediction. Given the values for C~f, Cdmc, Cmi$,and CimCthat we used, when P = 0.6, depending on how accurate one can predict the second most likely target Q, it can be better to do the if conversion on the I-call rather than only predicting the most likely target. From the graph, one can see that, Cti, c--if(P) eventually hIteI%eCtS
where it is always beneficial to do the if conversion on an architecture that provides static prediction. With our architecture assumptions, this occurs at P = 0.86. The lines c~~redict and Cu,.-i j (P) (WOrst Case) also eventually intersect, where it is always beneficial to do the if conversion on an architecture that does not movide static prediction. With our architecture assumptions, this occurs at P = 0.52. Thus, doing the if conversion on an architecture that does not provide static prediction gives the user, in a sense, the benefit of static prediction.
As mentioned, the architecture we've considered is similar to the Digital AXP 21064. Other architectures, including the Intel Pentium, also issue two instructions per clock, and some newly announced architectures, such as the IBM RIOS-11 issue up to eight instructions per cycle. On these architectures, the advantage of "if-conversion" occurs with much lower probabilities for P.
In general, prediction information can greatly reduce the penalty for indirect function calls. As noticed from the graph it is always beneficial to predict the destination for an I-call. Accurate profile-based measurements expose other optimizations when the accuracy of predicting the most frequently called function exceeds 80-90%. Table 4 shows this occurs for many of the programs we measured. This transformation also provides opportunity for inlining the body of the function, allowing the compiler to customize the parameters to the function, avoid register spills and the like.
The right-most bar for each program shown in Figure 1 shows the effect of applying this transformation where appropriate, based on our model, for each call site in the programs.
By comparison, the second bar horn the right shows the benefit of using prediction and unique name elimination, without using the if conversion. Although the advantage is small, similar costtbenefit analysis can be used to determine the advantage of additional function inlining.
Note, there will be a greater advantage in using the if conversion when the architecture does not support static prediction. As object-oriented programs become more common, there will be an increasing need to optimize indirect fimction calls. This will become even more important as processor pipeline depths increase and superscalar instruction issue and speculative execution become more common. Existing branch prediction mechanisms accurately prediction 95%-97% of conditional branches. Because branch prediction is so successful, accurate prediction of the remaining breaks in control-flow becomes increasingly important as processors begin to issue more instructions concurrently. Eliminating the misprediction penalty for indirect function calls in C++ programs can remove 10% of the remaining breaks in control in a C++ program.
We found that static profile-based prediction mechanisms worked well for the collection of existing C++ programs we examined. We saw additional improvements by combining compiler optimization techniques (unique name elimination and 'if conversion') with static indirect call prediction. The information from profile-based prediction is aIso useful for other code transformations, such as inlining and better register scheduling. Our results show that we get an average of 10VOimprovement in the number of instructions executed for a program by using our I-call predictionloptimization techniques.
We recommend that compilers for highly pipelined, speculative execution architectures : use profile-based static prediction methods to optimize C++ programs, use link-time information to remove indirect function calls, and customize call-sites using 'if conversion' based on profile information.
Furthermore, we hope the architecture and benchmarking community expands benchmark suites to include modern programming languages such as C++, Modula-3 and the like, because these languages exercise different architectural features than C or Fortran programs.
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